
 

Randomly, Isaac and his mom find themselves in a room. There's not too much to see: - A bed, with a few bloodstains around it
- A TV on the opposite wall displaying static - A dresser across from the bed with a picture of Isaac's mom smiling on it - A
window in one corner is stained yellow from when they broke open the door to escape... And isaac's mom dies for no apparent
reason. Here, they have to stay until morning, when they can start over again. Fortunately, they have all their possessions still in
their pockets and an old journal that might help them figure out what happened before time runs out. It's a pretty basic level, but
the player quickly realizes that the exit door is locked and they must find a way out. The first thing they do is to read through the
old journal... but the text only says things like : "i don't want to die anymore " "im sorry" " im sorry to my son" "the devil made
me do it " and so on. During this time, Isaac discovers that his whole body is getting really weak and if he dies, he will just
respawn in this room we're in now. During his journey, Isaac discovers many items. Among them are items that he can use to
traverse the level better. These include: - The journal, which has maps of the area and where all of Isaac's items are - A
flashlight, which can be used to light up dark areas. A new room is discovered with an item called : "Laser Tag Guns", pre-guns
with lasers on them. These come in red, blue and yellow (i think... not sure). There is also "The Compass", which shows what
direction you need to face in order for it to work (Useful). An item called : "The Box" can be used as a stepping stone across
large gaps. After trying it, Isaac discovers that the trick to getting around this way is to have someone control the character with
the mirror. The box will move from side to side as the mirror moves from side to side, and will move towards where you look.
This requires a lot of practice and timing, but is essential for getting across larger gaps. Also, it can be used as a weapon if you
really need to fight off a monster. At one point during Isaac's journey he finds a door that was never seen before in this room...
...a small hatch on the floor... ... that opens to the bottom of the basement. Isaac cannot open it, because "The Box" does not
work in the basement. Instead, he makes his way across the hole, to a second floor room with a bunch of items. Among them are
: - A flashlight - The Laser Tag Guns - The Red Card (Proof that you are allowed to use the Toy Boom) - Another flashlight,
this one red Colored Maps Maps of other rooms can be found by looking at other people's items : These are really useful for
figuring out how to solve problems you encounter in your journey. When Isaac finally discovers how to open up this last door...
...
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